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I’m Kristine. I’m a wedding planner & designer and founder of Simply 
Charming Socials. After a few years of producing fashion events in NYC, 
I coordinated a wedding by chance and fell absolutely in love. Let’s talk 
more about that over coffee sometime. Fast forward to today: I own 
one of the Southeast’s premier wedding planning companies, servicing 

engaged couples that are getting married in the heart Atlanta and beyond. I combine a completely 
customized planning process with a curated team of wedding professionals and my no-nonsense 
approach to all of the ups and downs an engagement has to offer. See, with a wedding comes 
expectations, etiquette, old school ways and new school rules, lots of emotion, an inevitable dash 
of drama, and all the #hearteyes a girl can stand. 

Since 2010, I have helped over one hundred couples plan the most memorable day of their lives 
by highlighting their love stories, keeping up with all of the logistics, navigating through the rules 
of etiquette, sneaking in a few surprises, and producing the ultimate wedding day for them and 
their guests. My work has been featured in some of the most prominent wedding publications 
such as Martha Stewart Weddings, Southern Weddings, and The Knot and I am a frequent expert 
contributor to BRIDES. 

My tailored services have allowed me to work one-on-one with the loveliest clientele, planning 
and designing their weddings from Yes! to I do! There are countless frequently asked questions 
that ultimately arise, and as overwhelming as the process can be, I wanted the find a way to cut 
through all the noise and provide straightforward, helpful answers to engaged couples everywhere. 
This is Charm School: Extra Credit, FREE 7 Days of Tips & Advice for the Newly Engaged. 

letter  from  the

let it register

Take stock of what you have, what you want, and what you truly need. Most 
modern couples are already living together, and if not, have fully-stocked 
seperate apartments/homes which means double-everything. If your mish-
mosh of banged up pots & pans needs to be replaced, you really could use 
some nice bedding or you are still sipping vino out of college team-emblazoned 
plastic cups, it’s probably time to register for some of these items. 

01. MAKE A LIST. 

the modern  
wedding  
registry guide

Unless you’re furnishing an entire home and have been living with 
parents or roommates and don’t own a thing, chances are you have 
some of the essentials. Curate a practical list of items while keeping in 
mind the following:

  Tackle your registry early. You will likely have at least an engagement 
party or one shower where you will be gifted items from the list.

  Choose a good mix of more practical items and only a few trendy/ 
fun pieces. Your tastes will change, so go with the classics.

 
  Pick items at various price points, from smaller gifts like cooking 

utensils to one big piece of essential furniture. Most of your registry 
items will likely fall in the $20-$50 price point. 

 Go for quality over quantity.  
 
 Think outside the home, like tools or luggage. 

  You will not receive every single item on your list, but you may 
receive money or gift cards and can purchase the final bits at the 
end. Many retailers offer completion discounts, a % off items you 
purchase from your own list. 

02.CURATE 

Besides editing, there are several other ways to avoid registry clutter. 
See what I dished to BRIDES on the topic. A few other notes: 

 Store all receipts in one safe place for easy access or returns. 

 Be prepared for alll the cardboard boxes to arrive at your home. 

  Only keep boxes if you’re really unsure about the item. Don’t forget 
to save extra parts or manuals though! 

 
  Ship to a parent’s or friend’s home for safe keeping if you’re planning 

on moving some time during your engagement. You can set the 
mailing address on your registry and update it at any time. 

Keep a good record of all of your gifts received - what, by whom, where 
(engagement party, bridal shower, etc.), and if a thank you has been 
mailed. Sync up columns with your guest list for easy tracking. Stock 
up on Thank You Notes and stamps early and send cards out as you go. 
Most importantly, write sincerely and your thanks will be so appreciated. 

04.

07.

AVOID CLUTTER

While registering in-store for items can be a blast, it could lead to duplicate 
items, unwanted picks, and a whole lot of excess. Log on to the retailer’s 
website to review, edit, or add/remove items from your list.

03.EDIT

GIVE THANKS

“Shop” together as a couple, and while doing so, imagine yourselves living 
in your new home, hosting newlywed dinner parties, or celebrating the 
holidays as a married couple. Sometimes brides tackle the registry alone, 
but I find that grooms will always find something they love here and there 
-- like grilling utensils, or in my case, a hedgehog-shaped doormat.

05. MAKE IT FUN! 

There are so many alternatives to registering for gifts. In addition to or 
instead of building a wedding registry, consider the following options, 
which may be a better fit for your lifestyle or situation: 

 Honeymoon Fund
 
 New Home Fund 
 
 Experiences or Dates
 
 Gift Cards
 
 Charitable donations in lieu of gifts 
 
  Check out Honeyfund, Blueprint Registry and Zola which allow 

you to do all of these things and more!

06.CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES
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Use Amazon or an all-
in-one site like those 
mentioned above to 
register, which will 
allow you to choose 
items from essentially 
any retailer. 
 
Pay attention to return 
policies, completion 
discounts, and 
bonuses so you don’t 
miss anything. 
 
If you don’t want it or 
need it, return it. 
 
Set up a savings 
account to hold all of 
the wedding money 
and accrue interest! 

final  
thoughts

TOP 5 BARELY USED GIFTS 
Bride & Groom Dish Towels  |  Extra Sets - 2nd set of anything 

The Obscure Appliance: Panini Press, Bread Machine, Ice Cream Maker
Fine China (but gosh, isn’t it beautiful at holiday dinners?)  |  Decorative Serving Dishes

TOP        MOST LOVED REGISTRY ITEMS5
Bath 
Towels

Glass Pitcher

Wine Glasses

Slow Cooker

Baking Sheets

perfect  for  entertaining

modern wedding registry checklist

COOK
HOST

SLEEP
LIVE

PLAY
DECORATE

REST

TRAVEL

EAT  Dinnerware       Flatware       Drinkware       Table Linen       Linen Napkins

 Pots & Pans Set      Utensils       Dutch Oven       Slow Cooker       Baking Dishes       Blender or Juicer      Cutting Board

 Cheese Plate       Pitcher       Wine Glasses       Bar Set      Serving Dishes & Utensils

 Duvet Cover + Shams       Set of Sheets       Mattress     

 Towels       Sofa or Other Piece of Furniture       Accent rug

 Games       Bikes       TV Streaming Device      Smart Thermostat      Linen Napkins

 Artwork      Frames      Photo Prints

 Coffee Maker       Mugs     Tea Kettle       Throw       Robes

 Luggage       Plane Tickets       Experiences

etiquette says
You have three months 
to mail thank you cards, 

but we always find it most 
polite and practical  to 
send cards out as you 

receive the gifts. 
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